We present numerical results and computer assisted proofs of the existence of periodic orbits for the Kuramoto-Sivashinky equation. These two results are based on writing down the existence of periodic orbits as zeros of functionals. This leads to the use of Newton's algorithm for the numerical computation of the solutions and, with some a posteriori analysis in combination with rigorous interval arithmetic, to the rigorous verification of the existence of solutions. This is a particular case of the methodology developed in [19] for several types of orbits. An independent implementation, covering overlapping but different ground, using different functional setups, appears in [33] .
Introduction.
In [19] one can find a theoretical framework for the computation and rigorous computer assisted verification of invariant objects (fixed points, travelling waves, periodic orbits, attached invariant manifolds) of semilinear parabolic equations of the form
where L is a linear operator and N is nonlinear. The two operators L and N are possibly unbounded but satisfy that L −1 N is continuous. The methodolody of [19] ¡ is based on writing down an invariance equation for these objects in suitable Banach spaces. One remarkable aspect of this methodology is that if one applies a posteriori constructive methods one can obtain computer assisted proofs and validity theorems.
In this paper we apply this methodology for the numerical computation and a posteriori rigorous verification of the existence of periodic orbits in a concrete example: the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. This equation is the parabolic semilinear partial differential equation
where ν > 0 and u : R × T → R. (T := R/(2πZ)). We restrict our study to the space of periodic odd functions, u(t, x) = −u(t, −x), u(t, x) = ∞ k=1 a k (t) sin(kx).
The PDE (1) is used in the study of several physical systems. For example, instabilities of dissipative trapped ion modes in plasmas [7, 32] , instabilities in laminar flame fronts [42] and phase dynamics in reaction-diffusion systems [29] .
The Kuramoto-Sivashinky equation has been extensively studied both theoretically and numerically [3, 8, 9, 26, 36] . It satisfies that its flow is well-posed forward in time in Sobolev, L 2 and analytic spaces. In fact, it is smoothing: For positive values of t the solutions with L 2 initial data are analytic in the space variable x. The phase portrait depends on the value of the parameter ν: The zero solution u(t, x) = 0 is a fixed point with a finite dimensional unstable manifold. Its dimension is the number of solutions of the integer inequality k 2 − νk 4 > 0, k > 0. For ν > 1 the zero solution is a global attractor of the system. For every ν > 0, the system has a global attractor. This attractor has finite dimension (it is confined inside an inertial manifold), [6, 11, 16, 20, 27, 40, 44] . Finally, it has plenty of periodic orbits [12, 31] . For example, it is known empirically that there are period doubling cascades [39, 43] satisfying the same universality properties than in [17, 45] . See Section 1.1 for a numerical exploration of the phase portrait of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (1) .
In the literature several ways have been proposed for computing periodic orbits of the KuramotoSivashinsky equation: If the periodic orbit is attracting, one can use an ODE solver for computing the evolution of the system using Galerkin projections. Accordingly, starting at an initial point in the basin of attraction and integrating forward in time one gets close to the periodic orbit. If the periodic orbit is unstable, another classical technique is to compute them as fixed points of some Poincaré map of the system. Another approach, the Descent method, is presented in [30, 31] . This is a method that, given an initial guess of the periodic orbit, it evolves it under a variational method minimizing the local errors of the initial guess.
In this paper we implement another method based on solving, using Newton's method, a functional equation that periodic orbits satisfy. The unknowns are the frequency and the parameterization of the periodic orbit. This methodology permits us to write down a posteriori theorems that, with the help of rigorous computer assisted verifications, lead us to the rigorous verification of these periodic orbits by estimating all the sources of error (truncation, roundoff). In this paper, we carry out this estimates, so that the results we present are rigorous theorems on existence of periodic orbits.
The Newton method, of course, has the shortcoming that it depends on having a close initial guess; the descent method in practice has a larger domain of convergence. On the other hand, the Newton method produces solutions to machine epsilon precision ε M , whereas the descent method, being a variational method, cannot get beyond √ ε M and, moreover, slows down near the solution and may have problems with stiffness. Other variational algorithms (e.g. conjugate gradient, Powell [4] or Sobolev gradients [35] ) could be faster and less sensitive to stiffness even if limited to √ ε M precision. Of course, one can combine both methods and obtain convergent methods up to machine epsilon: Gradient like methods at the beginning but switching to fast Newton's method for the end game.
The goal of this paper is not only to obtain numerical computations but also to estimate all the sources of error and to obtain computer assisted proofs of the existence of the numerical orbits obtained and some of their properties.
There has been other computer assisted proofs of invariant objects of the Kuramoto-Sivashinky equation. In [2, 34, 46] the authors prove the existence of stationary solutions and their bifurcation diagrams, and in [1, 47] they prove the existence of periodic orbits. The proof is done there by combining rigorous propagation of the (semi-) flow defined by the PDE and a fixed point theorem in a suitable Poincaré section.
In this paper, the flow property is not used: the existence of periodic orbits is reduced to a smooth functional defined in a Banach space. This methodology could be used for the proof of the existence of periodic orbits in other type of PDEs See [19] for a systematic study. Remarkably, in [5] the methodology has been extended to validate numerical periodic solutions of
with periodic boundary conditions. It is to be noted that (2) which does not define a flow, so that the methods of finding periodic solutions based on propagating, cannot get started. Rigorous a-posteriori theorems of existence of quasi-periodic solutions in (2) are in [13] . An independent implementation of the methodology in [19] to the Kuramoto-Shivashisly is in [33] . The papers [33] and this one, even if they share a common philosophy (explained in [19] ) differ in several aspects: the spaces of functions considered, using different results to control the errors of numerical. The paper [33] also considered branching of the continuations.
Organization of the paper In Section 2 we present the invariance equation for the periodic orbits. Then, in Section 2.1 we develop the numerical scheme for the computation of these orbits. The methodology for the validation of the the periodic orbits is presented in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we present a theorem that leads to the validation of the periodic orbits, and in Section 4 we deduce a rigorous numerical scheme for the verification of the existence of periodic orbits. Later, in Section 5, several examples of the numerical and the rigorous schemes are described. In Appendix A we define the functional spaces and the properties used during the computer assisted proofs. In Appendix B we present a fast algorithm due to [41] for multiplying high dimensional interval matrices. This algorithm is used for the application of the rigorous numerical scheme.
Non-rigorous exploration: Period-doubling cascades
In this heuristic chapter, we use the remarkable fact the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (1) has perioddoubling cascades as a source for periodic orbits that later we will validate rigorously.
Computing nonrigorously attracting periodic orbits and period-doubling cascades is easy: it just requires to integrate forward in time a random (but well-selected) initial condition until it gets close to the attracting orbit. Let's give a brief description of the method. More details can be found in [31, 43] .
Given an initial condition
it is easy to see that its Fourier coefficients evolve via the (infinite dimensional) system of differential equationsȧ
After truncating the system (3), we get a finite dimensional ODE: Since it is rather stiff, we should be careful with the ODE solver we choose. Numerical tests show that Runge-Kutta 4-5 is enough for our purposes. Hence, after fixing a value of the parameter ν and starting with the initial point u(0, x) = sin(x), we integrate it forwards in time and, after a transient time, obtain a good approximation of the periodic orbit. In b) to d) in Figure 1 we can see the a 1 − a 2 coordinates of some periodic orbits for different values of the parameter ν. The period-doubling cascade can be visualized by plotting the local minima in time of the L 2 −energy
along the periodic orbit, see a) in Figure 1 .
Remark 1.1. The period doubling cascades described above have, to the limit of numerical precision, the same quantitative properties than the one-dimensional ones found in [17, 45] is an infinite dimensional dynamical system. Nevertheless, since the system admits an inertial manifold it is plausible that the arguments of [10] apply.
The papers [12, 30, 31 ] present a very remarkable explicit surface of section which allows to reduce approximately to a one dimensional map. Other sources of periodic orbits can be found as a byproduct of computations of inertial manifolds [14, 22, 27, 28, 37] . In this paper we will not use these methods, but the periodic orbits found by them could be validated using the methods here.
2 Derivation of the invariance equation for the periodic orbits.
Here we derive a functional equation for the periodic orbits of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. This functional equation is well suited for applying a fixed point problem for a well-defined operator. Later on, with this equation, we develop a numerical scheme for the computation of these orbits and an a posteriori verification method.
Periodic orbits with period T of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (1) satisfy, under the time rescaling θ = 2πt T , the invariance equation
where
T . A solution of Equation (4) is represented by a pair (f, u), where f is a real number and u :
is odd with respect x. Given an approximate solution (f 0 , u 0 ) of Equation (4), we look for a correction (σ, δ) of it. This correction satisfies the equation
) is the error of the approximation (f 0 , u 0 ). Equation (5) has two problems:
1. Solutions of Equation (4) are non-unique: If (σ, δ(θ, x)) is a solution, then so is (σ, δ(θ + a, x)), ∀a ∈ R.
2. The linear part of Equation (5) is an unbounded operator. This leads to numerical instabilites.
To fix the non-uniqueness problem, we impose another equation so that Problem (5) has a unique solution.
To motivate the choice of normalization, we observe that if u(θ, x) is a solution of Equation (4) satisfying
Then, a translation in the θ direction -the source of non-uniqueness changes the quantity (6) by
Thus,
The above calculation can be interpreted geometrically saying that the surface in function space given by (6) is transversal to the symmetries of the equation.
Therefore, we impose local uniqueness for Equation (5) by requiring that the correction δ should be perpendicular to the approximate parameterization u 0 . That is,
As we observed before, the linear operator f 0 ∂ θ + L is unbounded, but we can transform Equation (5) into a smooth equation by performing algebraic manipulations. Let c ∈ R be such that S c = f 0 ∂ θ +L+cId is invertible. Then, we have that (σ, δ) in Equation (5) satisfies the equation
Algorithm for computing periodic orbits.
From the discussion in Section 2, we have that our solution z = (σ, δ) satisfies a functional equation of the form Az =ẽ +Ñ (z, z),
where A, given by Equation (7), is a bounded linear operator andÑ is the nonlinear part (N (0) = DN (0) = 0). The Newton scheme is based on solving Equation (8) numerically. Given an initial guess (f 0 , u 0 ), we update it by finding the correction z = (σ, δ) that is a solution of the linear equation
and obtain (f 1 , u 1 ) = (f 0 + σ, u 0 + δ). This process is repeated several times until a stopping criterion, ẽ(f k , u k ) < tol, is fullfilled. As in all Newton's methods, if (f k , u k ) is an approximate solution, then at each step the error decreases quadratically, ẽ(
Since the problem is infinite dimensional, truncation to the most significatives Fourier modes is required. This transforms the problem to a finite dimensional one.
Summarizing, we obtain the following algorithm:
Input -An approximate solution (f 0 , u 0 ) of the invariance equation (4).
-The accuracy tol for the computation of the solution. This gives an upper bound of the accuracy of the outputs of the algorithm.
Output An approximate solution (f k , u k ) of the invariance equation with tolerance less than tol. 
2) If ẽ k < tol stop the algorithm. The pair (f k , u k ) is the approximation of the frequency and the periodic orbit with the desired accuracy.
3) Solve the (finite dimensional truncated) linear system (9) by means of a linear solver, obtaining the solution pair (σ, δ).
, and update k with k + 1.
5) If (σ, δ) < tol, stop the algorithm. The pair (f k+1 , u k+1 ) is the approximation of the periodic orbit and its frequency with the desired accuracy. Otherwise, repeat the process starting from step 1).
Remark 2.1. As said before, all computations are performed by representing all Fourier series as Fourier polynomials of order, say, N . However, we notice that in Step 1), where the errorẽ k is computed, the computation of u 2 is required, hence, when we apply the functional to a polynomial of degree N , we obtain a polynomial of degree 2N . We have observed in our numerical tests that a way to obtain sharp estimates is to compute the functional with 2N coefficients. By doing so the bounds obtained by the algorithm are very sharp and suitable for the validation scheme presented in Section 4.
Computation of the stability of a periodic orbit.
Once a periodic orbit (f, u) is computed one often desires to compute its stability (the dimension of the unstable manifold). One way of computing it is counting the number of eigenvalues of the Floquet operator that are outside the unit circle. That is, integrate the linear differential equation
with initial condition v 0 = Id, up to time 1, and compute the spectrum of v 1 . Then, check how many eigenvalues are outside the unit disk. Of course, this should be done by truncating all computations in finite dimensions and bounding the errors.
Another way is computing the spectrum of the unbounded (but closed) linear operator
Given an eigenvalue λ of the Floquet operator, log(λ) + if · n, n ∈ Z, is an eigenvalue of the operator (10). Hence, restricting the spectrum on a set of the form Γ a = {z ∈ C : a ≤ Im(z) < a + f } is in one-to-one correspondence with the spectrum of the Floquet operator. In particular, computing the dimension of the unstable manifold is the same as computing the number of eigenvalues of the operator (10) restricted to the left half-plane Γ a {z : Im(z) < 0}. Even if the two methods are equivalent for the equations that define a differentiable flow, we note that the method based on studying the spectrum of (10) makes sense even in equations that do not define a flow. Hence, this is the method that we will use.
3 An a posteriori theorem for the rigorous verification of the existence of periodic orbits.
In this section we present an a posteriori result, Theorem 3.1 that, given an approximate solution (f, u) of Equation (4) satifying some explicit quantitative assumptions, ensures the existence of a true solution of (4) and estimates the distance between this true solution and the approximate one. Of course, the solutions of (4) give periodic solutions of the evolution equation. Theorem 3.1 is a tailored version of Theorem 2.3 apprearing in [19] . For the sake of completeness, we will state it here adapted to Equation (8) . Note that the theorem is basically an elementary contraction mapping principle, but that we allow for the application of a preconditioner, which makes it more applicable in practice.
Theorem 3.1. Consider the operator
defined in Bū(ρ) = {u : u −ū ≤ ρ}, with ρ > 0, and where Nū the nonlinear part of the operator F at the pointū, that is
Let B be a linear operator such that BDF (ū), BF and BNū are continuous operators. If, for some b, K > 0 we have:
then there exists δu such thatū + δu is in Bū(ρ) and is a unique solution of Equation (11), with δu ≤
We are now in a position to write down the theorem for the existence and local uniqueness of periodic orbits and their period for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. This theorem has been written for the special case of the family of Banach spaces X M , that depends on the parameters r, s 1 , s 2 ≥ 0. It is the Banach space of periodic functions u(θ, x) = (k1,k2)∈Z 2 u k1,k2 e i(k1·x+k2·θ) with finite norm
When there is no confusion, we will denote the norm by · M . These spaces have the property that all their elements are analytic functions for r = 0. See Appendix A for a more detailed discussion.
Theorem 3.2. Let r, s 1 , s 2 ≥ 0 define the Banach space X M , and (f, u) be an approximate solution of Equation (4), with error e, and consider Equation (8) for the correction (σ, δ). Let B = Id +B be a linear operator, and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
Proof. Let ρ > 0 such that 1 − α − (1 − α) 2 − 4e 1 e 2 < 2e 2 ρ < 1 − α. We need to deduce all the conditions in Theorem 3.1. Notice that z = (σ, δ) and Q(z, z) = S −1
). Condition 1) in Theorem 3.1 is the same as condition a) for the present theorem.
b in condition b) is e 1 + e 2 ρ 2 , because if (σ, δ) M ≤ ρ, then
Conditions d) and e) of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to 2e 2 ρ 1 − α < 1 and e 1 + e 2 ρ 2 1 − α < ρ, which are satisfied because 1 − α − (1 − α) 2 − 4e 1 e 2 < 2e 2 ρ < 1 − α. Finally, the upper bound on the norm on the solution z * M is obtained by applying Theorem 3.1
. Remark 3.3. Notice that, using the radii polynomial approach, we obtain that α, e 2 are functions of the radius ρ. Therefore, we obtain a range of radii for which Theorem 3.1 applies. Of course the largest radius is a better result for the uniquess part and the smallest radius is a better result fof the distance to the initial guess 4 Implementation of the rigorous computer assisted validation of periodic orbits for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
We use Theorem 3.2 and construct an implementation of the computer assisted validation of periodic orbits. Our initial data, (f, u), will consist of a real number f , a trigonometric polynomial u of degrees (d 1 , d 2 ) in the variables (θ, x), and the operator B = Id +B, whereB is a 2d 1 · (2d 2 + 1) × 2d 1 · (2d 2 + 1) dimensional matrix (this operator can be obtained by nonrigorous computations by approximating the inverse of the operator A).
First of all, notice that the constants e 1 and e 2 in Theorem 3.2 depend on the diagonal operators S 
Since u is a trigonometric polynomial, the operatorÂ is a band operator:Â i,j = 0 for |i| > d 1 or |j| > 2d 2 + 1. HenceÂ decomposes as the sum of a finite matrixÂ F of dimensions 2d 1 · (2d 2 + 1)× 2d 1 · (2d 2 + 1) and a linear operatorÂ I . This operatorÂ I is: where P (≤d1,≤d2) is the projection operator on the d 1 · (d 2 + 1)-dimensional vector space spanned by the low frequencies and P (>d1,>d2) = Id − P (≤d1,≤d2) .
Hence,
Remark 4.1. Notation P (>d1,>d2) could be a little bit misleading: It does not mean that it is the projection operator on the high frequencies for both variables, but the complementary of the low frequencies projection operator.
The norm BÂ F +Â F +B M appearing in the upper bound (14) can be estimated with the help of computer assisted techniques, while the norm Id +B M Â I M is split into the computation of Id +B M and Â I M . The former is done as said before, while the latter (the bound of the operator (13)) is bounded above by:
ν and with the help of Lemma A.4 we obtain that
,
Remark 4.2. Since u is a trigonometric polynomial, K 3 is in fact computed by
Remark 4.3. The upper bound given in lemma A.4 tends to zero as the number of modes used in the discretization tends to infinity. This assures us that this methodology is reliable. (12) is very demaning in terms of computer power effort. Fortunately, not very sharp results are needed. Provided that we can prove that the norm is less than 1, we obtain a contraction. The final result is not too afected by the contraction factor. On the other hand, the bound on the error e 1 in Theorem 3.2 has a very direct influence in the error established.
Hence, a good strategy is to perform the matrix computations with the lowest dimensions possible and perform the estimate of e 1 with the highest possible number of modes. This relies on the fact that given two functions u 0 and u 1 with u 0 − u 1 M ≤ δ, then their associatedÂ ui satisfy that
This strategy is reflected in Algorithm 2. One should also realize that the calculation of the operator B does not need to be justified. Some further heuristic approximations that reduce the computational effort could be taken (e.g. a Krylov method that gives a finite rank approximation). We have not taken advantage of this possibilities since they were not needed in our case.
Finally, we note that since the preconditioner is not so crucial, and it is more expensive to compute, in continuation algorithms, it could be good to update it less frequently than the residual. Now in a position of giving the algorithm for the validation of the existence and local uniqueness of periodic orbits near a given approximate one (f, u). We suppose that the approximation is obtained by the methods explained in Section 2.1.
Remark 4.5. For more details on the computer implementation of this algorithm (e. g. the rigorous manipulation of Fourier series), we refer to the appendix in [18] or [24] .
Algorithm 2.
Input -r, s 1 , s 2 ≥ 0, defining the Banach space X M .
-An approximate solution (f, u) to Equation (4), of dimensions d 1 , d 2 in the variables t, x.
Output If succeeded, the existence of a constant ρ − > 0 where a (unique) solution of the invariance equation exists inside the ball centered at (f, u) with radius ρ − .
1) Compute the trigonometric polynomialũ by truncating u up tod 1 ,d 2 .
2) Compute an upperbound δ of ũ − u M .
3) Compute the matrixÂ F and the matrixB associated toũ. 
If the inequality in 12) is true then, by Theorem 3.2, there exists a unique periodic orbit (f * , u * ) such that (
, where ρ − has the expression as in Theorem 3.2.
Remark 4.6. The computation of the product of the interval matricesB andÂ F is the bottleneck, in terms of computational time, of the algorithm: naive multiplication of the matrices leads to disastrous speed results. To speed up this we use the techniques in [38, 41] , which describe algorithms for the rigorous computation of product of interval matrices with the help of the BLAS package. See Appendix B for a presentation of this technique.
Improving the radius of analyticity of solutions
A simple strategy for giving rigorous lower bounds of the analyticity radius of the solutions is by first performing Algorithm 2 with r ≈ 0. Then, apply a posteriori bounds for improving the value of r.
(See [25] for an application of this technique in the context of ODEs).
Denote by α r , e 1,r , and e 2,r the upperbounds appearing in Theorem 3.2 when computed with the one-parametric norm · Mr (the weight M r depends on the radius of analyticity). Moreover, notice that for any trigonometric polynomial u of dimensions d 1 ×d 2 and for anyr > 0 we have u Mr ≤ u M0 er d1d2 and for any finite dimensional
Hence, since the application of Theorem 3.2 is performed with finite dimensional approximations we obtain that αr ≤ α 0 er d1d2 , e 1,r ≤ e 1,0 e 2rd1d2 and e 2,r ≤ e 2,0 er d1d2 . So, by imposing that these upperbounds satisfy the conditions appearing in Theorem 3.2 we obtain larger values of the radius of analyticity of the solutions.
Of course, some more detailed results could be obtained by repeating the calculation of the norms in the spaces of analytic spaces closer to the true value. Of course, this will require reduing all the estimates of norms.
The analyticity properties of solutions of K-S equations have been studied rigorously in [9, 23] and it is shown to have thermodynamicas properties and relations with the number of zeros, determining modes, etc.
Some numerical examples.
In this section we present some examples of the methods developed in Section 2.1 for the computation of periodic orbits and in Section 4 for the a posteriori verification of them.
Example of numerical computation. Period doubling.
We have continued some branches of the doubling period bifurcation diagram, shown in Subfigure a) in Figure 1 . This has been done by first computing some of the attracting orbits by integration, see Section 1. These periodic orbits have been used as seeds for our numerical algorithm.
Specifically, for the values of the parameter 1 ν equal to 32.9, 33.1 and 33.3 we have computed 3 (attracting) periodic orbits at the first 3 stages of the period doubling cascades. Then, for each one of them, we have continued them with our numerical algorithm. With the help of Algorithm 1 we have been able to cross the period doubling bifurcations, where the attracting orbits bifurcate to a doubled period one (that is attracting) and to an unstable one. Our continuations are able to continue these unstable orbits. See Figure 2 for a representation of these orbits in the period doubling cascade diagram and Figure 3 for the representation of two of these orbits.
The computational time of its validation takes no more than 30 seconds in a single 2.7 GHz CPU of a regular laptop. We hope that thid could be used in the catalogue of periodic orbits computed in [31] . Note that, of course, validating different peridic orbits is verily easily paralellizable.
Example of a validation.
With the help of the algorithm presented in Section 4 (and with the improvment trick explained in Subsection 4.1) we can validate the existence of some periodic orbits. For example, we validate the existence of a periodic orbit with • 1 ν , the period of the periodic orbit, the radius of the ball obtained from Theorem 3.2 computed with the norm · M with s 1 = s 2 = 10 −12 and r = 10 −12 , the improved radius of analyticity obtained applying the trick explained in Remark 4.1, and the new radius of the ball obtained from Theorem 3.2 computed with the norm · M with s 1 = s 2 = 10 −12 and r equal to the value in fourth column. All validation took around 1000 seconds in a single 2.7 GHz CPU on a regular laptop. Some of the periodic orbits that appear in this table appear also in [47] .
• The error of the tails of the operatorÂ is less than or equal to
• The norm of the approximate inverse of the linear operator Id +Â is Id +B M = 4.567111 · 10 1 .
• B +Â +B ·Â M = 6.716849 · 10 −14
• α = Id +B +Â +BÂ M = 6.946684 · 10
As a result of the validation we obtain that the distance of the true periodic orbit to the approximate solution is less than or equal to 1.269966 · 10 −7 . The computational time of one of these validations is no more than 1017 seconds in a single 2.7 GHz CPU on a regular laptop.
Other validation results for other periodic orbits is shown in table 1.
A L 1 weighted spaces of periodic functions.
In this section we develop the theoretical framework developed in [19] for some concrete spaces. The spaces have been chosen have the properties that they can encode analytic functions, the norms are easily computable from Fourier series, have Banach algebra properties and the norms of linear operators can be estimated easily from the matrix elements. A technical, but sometimes useful property is that the dual is also a sequence space so that all the functionals are represented by its matrices (that is, there are no functionals at infinity. See [21] for examples and results on spaces based on L ∞ which have functionals at infinity such as the taking the limit).
From now on, all norms of vectors in finite dimensional vector spaces will be the L 1 -norm, in particular, the norm of a complex number is |a + bi| = |a| + |b|.
Let X M , r, s 1 , s 2 ≥ 0, be the Banach space of periodic functions u(θ, x) = (k1,k2)∈Z 2 u k1,k2 e i(k1·x+k2·θ)
with finite norm u M = (k1,k2)∈Z 2 M (k 1 , k 2 )|u k1,k2 |, where M (k 1 , k 2 ) = (1 + |k 1 |) s1 (1 + |k 2 |) s2 e r(|k1|+|k2|) .
Usually the values of r, s 1 , s 2 are fixed. When there is no confusion, we will denote the norm by · M , otherwise we will remark the dependency on the parameters r, s 1 , s 2 by subscripts on the weight M (e.g. M r ). If r > 0 then X M is a subspace of the analytic functions with complex band radius r. Also, if s 1 ≤ s 1 , s 2 ≤ s 2 and r ≤ r , then X M ⊂ X M and u M ≤ u M . .
2.
Proof. The first upper bound follows from the observation that f y + p(x) (f y) 2 + p(x) 2 x is less than or equal to 4 3ν 1 4 f y + p(x) (f y) 2 + p(x) 2 p(x) The second one is proved similarly.
B Fast interval matrix multiplication algorithms.
The naive multiplication of two high dimensional (≈ 5000 × 5000) interval matrices is very inefficient. Here we present a fast algorithm that we have used for (rigorously) multiplying interval matrices. It is Algorithm 4.5 in [41] .
The algorithm relies on a clever usage of the fast double floating point based matrix multiplication software BLAS [15] . It combines the fast algorithms in BLAS and rounding flags.
Let A = [A 1 , A 2 ] and B = [B 1 , B 2 ] be two interval matrices, where inside brackets we have written the lower and upper point matrices. (In bold letters we denote interval matrices, and in plain ones double matrices). The algorithm produces an interval matrix C = [C 1 , C 2 ] satisfying A · B ⊆ C. All multiplications should be done using BLAS. Notice that this algorithm requires 4 double matrix multiplications.
